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''Live and enjoy life. Engage your senses.
Reside in a space that evokes a sense of comfort, style and freedom.
Unique, yet timeless.
European, yet your very own.''
Designed for you,
by
3lite

ABOUT US

OUR LEADERSHIP

Vladimir Milovanovic
Partner

Milan Jankovic
Partner

Geoffrey Marshall
Partner

3lite is a boutique consultancy operating from New York,
London, Belgrade and Malta. 3lite was founded in 2017 by
Vladimir Milovanovic and Milan Jankovic, with Geoffrey
Marshall joining as US Partner in 2019.
3lite’s leadership is comprised of former Seniors of Turner Construction,
AECOM, Arup and other global real estate and engineering companies.
Coming from a background of running the business and managing
operations on large and complex projects, they have formed a boutique
company to bring practical value to select Clients.

OUR INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Russia
United Kingdom

United States

South Europe

Azerbaijan
Kazakhstan

Japan

United Arab Emirates
Saudi Arabia
Gabon

South Africa

Malaysia

OUR SERVICES

Architectural Design

Global Procurement

Project Management

Architectural Concept Design

Global Sourcing

Contracts, Claims and Disputes

Interior Design

Prequalification & Bidding

Risk Management

Marketing & Sales Strategy

Manufacturing Inspections

Project Setup

Value Engineering

Logistics Management

Data Analytics: LUPA™

3lite works equally with Developers and Contractors in
providing an integrated service for Architectural Design, Global
Procurement and Project Management.

EXPERTISE

Tall Buildings

Residential

Interiors
RESIDENTAL

Commercial

Mixed-Use Buildings

Hospitality

WHY OUR CLIENTS CHOOSE US

''...experienced
professional team able to
set a new project on its way
toward success for all its
stakeholders, they also have
proven track record in the
recovery of distressed projects''

Highly
Responsive
team
''...great ability to
organize teams, respond to
every Client request promptly
and with exellent ability to
take care of every detail in the
process.''
Bojan Kalicanin, SLA
Delta Real Estate

''Words cannot express
my gratitude. You far
exceeded anything i could
have imagined. The experience
was truly unforgettable and i
cannot thank you enough.''
Andrew Brichman, Owner
Brickhaus Partners

Jasper DeFazio, EVP
Turner Construction

Independent &
Unbiased
''...Throughout the
project, their methods were
professional and the reporting was
independent and unbiased, to the
satisfaction, of our Bank.''

Subject Matter
Experts

''...joined at the most
challenging time, their
contribution to the successful
completion of the Project was
sizeable and critical.''

Personalized
Service
Engage at any
Stage

Davron Rustamkulov, MD
Verny Investments

Rados Popadic
Piraeus Bank

3lite's Partners with Brickhaus
Photo by 3lite

Town Home Development I Cleveland, USA
Design by 3lite

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

TEAM LEADERSHIP
Concept Design Team

Bogdan Slavica
Senior Architect

Ivan Gradisar
Architect

Zorana Stankovic
Architect

Luka Jovicevic
Architect

Our architectural team has designed residential, hospitality
and commercial properties in USA and Europe. Our unique
value proposition is that our design is both “timeless” and
“practical”, since we design to a pre-agreed budget and global
supply chain.
With an architectural team of over 20 people we are able to
take on smaller assignments, such as design of single units,
kitchens, or lobbies – to far greater tasks such as designing an
entire building or its interior. We provide fully integrated BIM
(Revit) models with cost and supply chain data.

Design Development Team

Our design development team works in Revit
and delivers designs at BIM LOD 350. They also
coordinate all designs directly with MEP Engineers
and other trades to ensure designs are fully
coordinated.

ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT DESIGN
Always aiming to achieve a “Timeless” design
3lite’s team combines the best elements of traditional, transitional and
modern architectural design, always seeking a timeless style with a bit of
a “European” touch.
Our team considers our Client’s expectations, market demand, local
culture and international best practice in order to deliver an architectural
concept that can withstand the critique of time, always keeping a “best
value for money” strategy in mind.

Supporting our Clients in maximizing the real estate appeal of their planned development
We work with our Clients from a project’s inception stage to understand the business case behind the development, and
provide advisory to our Clients on how to elevate the real estate appeal of the property, reach the Client’s target customer base
at an optimal target price, and structure a well-balanced combination of all critical factors that make the project successful.

Factors we consider and agree with Client prior to
starting design
Community Spaces

Amenities

Spatial / Physical Conditions

Sky-bars,
Observation
Decks,
Gardens / Landscaped areas,
Gym / Sports Facilities, Wellness
facilities, Swimming Pools, Parking
Spaces, Meditation / Yoga rooms,
Restaurants / Cafeterias, Shops,
Child-care
centers,
Skybridges,
Cinemas, Community rooms, Music
rooms, Entertainment rooms

Building specific applications, Smart
home solutions, high-speed internet,
built-in stereo systems, kitchen
appliances, kitchen islands, fire places,
circadian / human centric lighting
solutions, artwork rental, walk-in
closets, separate showers, triple sinks,
heated floors, wine coolers

Location, design, age of property,
condition of building, size of units,
number of bedrooms, ceiling height,
size of particular rooms spaces, door
height and width, orientation / view,
structure (i.e duplexes, single floor,
open space, etc.) number of elevators

Materialization

Performance

Kitchens, countertops, flooring,
tiles, wall surfaces, panels,
loose furniture, fixed furniture,
decorative lighting, ceilings

Energy consumption, vertical
traffic (unit door-to-building entry
door speed) and general mobility,
maintenance costs, LEED / BREEAM
certification, WELL certification

“Target-Budget
Design” Approach
3lite’s interior design team works towards a pre-set budget agreed with the Client,
and ensures that the design matches the Client’s proforma:
Look & Feel exercises to understand Client expectations
Budget estimate prior to start of design and supply chain selection
Global Supply Chain is selected to match budgetary / quality requirements
“Target-Budget” set and controlled at each design stage

Design with embedded
Cost & Supply Chain Data
3lite’s design team has full control over the budget, supply chain and logistics of our design:
Material technical data sheets
Direct contact with manufacturers
Segregated cost of materials & installation
DDP (Delivered Duty Paid) cost breakdown.

Designing “small” or “large”
3lite’s team can design particular features such as kitchens and lobbies, or entire buildings and
interiors. This design is backed up with renders, revit model and direct information about cost
and supply chain.

Experts in the "material" market
3lite’s team has a detailed and extensive understanding of materials that are available in the
market, their source and technical capabilities. Continuous research of new materials is a
priority, and we can support Clients with reviewing and obtaining tests for such materials.

Fully coordinated BIM
LOD 350 Revit drawings
Our team of architects works to highest standards in multiple software.
Primarily our team works in Revit, coordinates in Navisworks and does
renders in Corona and V Ray. For simpler exercises we work in Sketchup.

7-11 Curtis Street I Boston, USA
Design by 3lite

GLOBAL PROCUREMENT

TEAM LEADERSHIP

Jovan Drobnjakovic
Head of Procurement

Uros Obradovic
Procurement Engineer

Danica Lazic
Procurement Manager

Goran Maksic
Facade Expert

With extensive international experience and full time presence
in Italy, Southeast Europe and Southeast Asia, we are experts
in procuring interiors, facades and select MEP from the global
market.
Our team has procured materials directly from over 1,000 suppliers &
manufacturers located in over 25 countries. We have achieved significant
“buy-power” with select premium manufacturers that we are able to transfer
to our Clients and generate 30% on material savings by going directly to the
source.

SCOPE OVERVIEW

3lite’s team performs Global Procurement of interiors, facades and select MEP
on projects, directly from select manufacturers based in Italy, Southeast Europe
and Southeast Asia.

Material selection, in conjunction with Client
Prequalifying manufacturers
Arranging site visits to facilities of manufacturers for Client
Collecting quotes from manufacturers, reviewing and aligning proposals
Defining DDP (delivered duty paid) costs, collecting quotes from logistics companies
Performing technical specification comparison studies for alternatives
Preparing a procurement schedule
Tracking the entire procurement process
Performing offsite QA/QC inspections at manufacturer’s facilities
Maintaining communication with manufacturers, managing entire process on behalf of the Client

MATERIAL SOURCING FROM EUROPE
Buying premium products directly from Manufacturers saves over 30% in material costs,
given 3lite’s “buy-power”
3lite’s team identifies direct manufacturers, negotiates fees, and coordinates entire procurement effort from Europe for key
architectural features, working directly with the manufacturers and enabling over 30% savings for our Clients.

EUROPE
Italy
Spain
Portugal
Austria
Germany
Malta
Poland
Turkey
Serbia
Croatia
Bosnia

MATERIAL SOURCING FROM ASIA
Our team understands the Asian market, and is selective in procuring from the most reliable
and tested sources
3lite’s team has worked with dozens of manufacturers from China, Hong Kong, Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia - and has developed relationships with the most reliable and high quality manufacturers. These are used as
our supply chain from that market. We perform quality control during the production process and pre-packaging to ensure
highest standards are met for our Clients.

SOUTHEAST ASIA
China
Thailand
Indonesia
Malaysia
Vietnam
Philippines
Hong Kong

MATERIALS WE PROCURE
Interiors
Natural Stones
Artificial Stone
Ceramic Tiles / terazzo
Timber Flooring
Kitchens
Doors
Artwork
Millwork
Sanitaryware / Vanities
Carpets
Soft fabrics
Lighting
Branded Furniture
Custom Millwork / Fitout

Facades
Aluminum Glass Curtain Walls
Windows (off the shelf or custom)
Cladding (Alucobond / Ceramic)
Natural or Artficial Stone
Brick

Mechanical Systems
Fan Coils
Radiators
Convectors
Chillers
Cooling Towers
Air Handling Units (AHUs)
Pumps
Boilers
Furnaces

Electrical Systems
LV Cables
Cable Trays
Distribution Boards
Electrical Skids
Busbars
Electrical Metering
Sockets / Outlets

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
Calculating and obtaining proposals from all parties involved
in procurement process to have full understanding of total
cost
3lite’s team analyzes all costs associated with procuring materials from overseas.
This includes:

Cost of materials

Shipping

Customs

Duties / Taxes

Insurance

Storage costs

Transportation to site

Installation cost

Matching materials, or introducing alternatives with equal or higher performances
3lite’s team has a fantastic understanding of the international material market, and our team of architects and
engineers understand materials from a perspective of look & feel, durability, resistance, and ease of installation –
but also look at reliability of manufacturer, warranty periods, testing, certification and other parameters needed
to evaluate a material or product. We thus prepare technical spec sheet comparisons to highlight differences in an
easy to understand and transparent manner.

Technical specification comparison criteria:
Construction
Underlayment
Warranty
Can be used in bathrom and kitchen
STC (Sound Transmitance Rating)
IIC (Impact Insulation Class)
Density
Radiant heat
Impact and compresion resistant
Anti-static properties
Acclimatization before install

Installation method
Installation equipment
Color
Color variation
Light sensitivity
Fire rating
Slip rating
Impact and compresion resistant
Anti-static properties
Acclimatization before install
Water absorption

Plank width
Plank length
Plank thickness
Surface texture
Finish
Edge profile
Gloss level
Wood type
Surface texture
Edge profile

MANAGING RISK, PERFORMING OFFSITE
MANUFACTURING INSPECTIONS

It is equally important to monitor production offsite as it is to monitor construction onsite
Our team’s extensive experience in running international projects has shown time and again that 70% of construction
delays are caused due to offsite production issues. This is why we are firm believers that the manufacturing process has to
be managed. This includes:
Ensuring the manufacturer has the right drawings and is properly briefed on the assignments
Ensuring the milestone dates are established
Establishing and auditing quality standards of manufacturing process
Ensuring that samples are checked and shop drawing process is managed by manufacturer
Ensuring that the manufacturer has covered all aspects of packaging and logistics
Inspecting production regularly for long lead items to ensure schedule is on track
Inspecting materials / products prior to shipping

PIER 6 I Brooklyn, USA

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

TEAM LEADERSHIP

David Colic
Head of Projects
/ Contracts

George Nedeljkovic
Head of LUPA™
Data Analytics

Abel Duran
Contracts / Claims
Engineer

Ivan Glisic
Head of MEP

We focus on critical aspects of project management, that bring
greatest value to our Clients. Our leadership has managed
projects in over 15 countries and in excess of $3.5 billion,
engaging in various stages of the projects.
Our team focuses on areas where our Client’s require a specialized
approach. We have worked equally with Developers, Contractors or
Legal Firms in providing our expert services, and have also developed
a proprietary software framework called LUPA™ that we use with our
services.

SCOPE OVERVIEW

Contracts, Claims & Disputes Management

Risk Management

Our team has written and administered over 150 contracts
valued at over $1.6 billion, most often on behalf of Developers
and Contractors for services procured from General Contractors,
Trade contractors, Consultants and Suppliers. We have worked
with various contract forms including FIDIC, AIA, ConsensusDocs,
NEC, JCT and other bespoke forms. We collaborate with renown
international legal firms or work with our Client’s own attorney.

Our team managed billions of dollars’ worth of projects
around the World, often working on large and complex
projects, or those in distress. Such experience has helped
our team develop unique knowledge of all the critical
aspects of project management that create greatest value to
our Clients, or protect them from highest risks.

Contracts Management
Claims Management
Dispute Resolution
Expert Witnessing

Project Audits
Peer Reviews
Project Monitoring

Project Setup

Construction Data Analytics via LUPA™

We work with Developers or Contractors to help them “hit the ground
running”. We are specialists in setting up projects, which includes preparing
all key forms and deliverables for a project, including:

LUPA™ improves efficiency and accuracy in searching
and collating static or dynamic data from a variety of
file formats, into an integrated data engine tailored
to a Client’s specific requirement. It is powered by a
team of senior IT and Construction experts, providing
a personalized service and framework solution to
Developers, Legal Firms, Contractors and Consultants.

1. Procurement Strategy
2. Contract Strategy
3. Project Execution Plan
4. Baseline Schedule
5. Refined Project Brief
6. Refined Scope of Services for Design Consultants
7. Key Project Forms
8. Cost Management

Interfacing

Scope Gap Analysis

Quality Managment

Tendering

Risk Planing
planing

Change Management
managment

CONTRACTS

Preliminares

General Condi�ons

Par�culat Condi�ons
Particular

Strategy

Claims and Disputes

Scope of work

REFERENCES

Residential
700 ROAD LAKE
Cleveland, Ohio
100,000 sq.ft.

Residential
7-11 CURTIS

Boston, Massachusetts
50,000 sq.ft.

Residential
TOWN HOMES
Cleveland, Ohio
50,000 sq.ft.

Commercial
BAKU TOWER
Baku, Azerbaijan
500,000 sq.ft.

Mixed-Use
TALAN TOWERS,
Astana, Kazakhstan
1,400,000 sq.ft.

Hospitality
CROWN PLAZA
Belgrade, Serbia
350,000 sq.ft.

Mixed-Use
CRESCENT DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Baku, Azerbaijan
4,800,000 sq.ft.

Mix Used
BATTERSEA POWER STATION DEVELOPMENT PHASE 2
London, UK
1,500,000 sq.ft.

Hospitality
KAPLANKAYA
Bodrum, Turkey
1,000,000 sq.ft.

Residential
PIER 6

Brooklyn, New York
460,000 sq.ft.

Hospitality
OLD MILL

Belgrade, Serbia
300,000 sq.ft.

Airport
MSWATI III
Swaziland

Retail
METROPOLIS 2
Moskow , Ru
650,000 sq.ft.

Residential
DUKLEY GARDENS
Budva, Montenegro
800,000 sq.ft.

ACCREDITATIONS & CERTIFICATIONS
Members

CTBUH
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitats

Qualifications

MRICS

LEDD AP
LEED AP

WELL AP

CCM

The Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors

Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design

WELL Building
Standard

The Certified Construction
Manager

www.3lite.co

